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Board of Directors
mini'app'les members welcome.
Merriam Park Lbrary
1831 Marshall AvenueSt. Paul
Les Anderson 651-735-3953
OSX SIG
The Foundation
1621 Hennepin Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55403
Craig Arko 612-379-0174
AppleWorks SIG
Penn Lake Library
8800 Penn Ave S, Bloomington
John Hunkins, Sr. 651-457-8949
hunkins@mac.com.
VectorWorks SIG
7805 Telegraph Rd, Suite 220
Bloomington
Charles Radlott 952 941 1667

Microsoft Word SIG
Eagles lodge
9152 Old Cedar Ave Bloomington
Tom Ostertag, D 612-951-5520 E
651-488-9979
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Workshop!

Macintosh Consultants SIG
Embers 7:00 AM
7525 Wayzata Blvd
St. Louis Park
Bob Demeules, 763-559-1124
Novice Workshop
St Charles School
2727 Stinson Blvd Mpls
Tom Gates 612-789-1713
See page 11

Vintage Mac / Apple SIG
Augsburg Lbrary
7100 Nicollet Ave S, Richtield
Tom Gates 612-789-1713

MultiMedia SIG 7 P.M
Photoshop-Digital Imaging
For meeting location contact
Call tor info
Gary Eckhardt, 952-944-5446
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FileMaker Pro SIG
Megaclean
769 Kasota Ave S.E.
Minneapolis MN 55414
Steve Wilmes 651-458-1513
Meet Your iMac /Mac SIG
Merriam Park Ubrary
1831 Marshall Avenue
St. Paul
Brian Bantz, 952-956-9814
Macintosh Novice SIG
Merriam Park Lbrary
1831 Marshall Avenue
St. Paul
Richard Becker, 612-870-0659

I Programming SIG
I For meeting time contact
I httpyAvww.visi.com/-andre/

Andre Benassi 763-786-3891

For the latest information please visit http://www.miniapples.org
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Shootout at the Disk Repair Corral
byDavidSnayerd3S@sentience.com
Submitted by Bruce Thompson

Some things are inevitable. Death,
taxes, and disk crashes. One day you
will try to open an important file,
only to receive a dire error message.
Or perhaps you'll discover that an
entire folder has vanished. Worse yet,
maybe your Mac wont even boot,
thanks to some sort of disk corrup
tion.
Fortunately, you have a full backup of
all your data, so you just restore the
missing data from your backup, and
you're back in business. What's that
you say? The last time you backed up
was during the Reagan administra
tion?
If an ounce of prevention is worth a
pound of cure, then surely the most
effective disk repair program is actual
ly a reliable backup utility. My
favorite is Dantz's Retrospect. But
whatever backup program you
choose, you must use it regularly, so
you have a current backup when your
hard disk is called to that great clean
room in the sky. (See the TidBITS arti
cle series, "Have You Backed Up
Today?" for more details on setting up
a good backup strategy.)
<http://www.dantz.com/>
<http://db.tidbits.com/getbits.acgi7tbs
er=1041>
Yet just as so many of us would prefer
to lose weight by taking a magic pill
rather than through diet and exercise,
we'd rather fix a corrupted disk with a
disk utility, rather than restoring from
a backup, even when a recent backup
is available. It can take many hours to
do a full restore from a backup,
whereas a good disk utility can often
fix minor disk errors in minutes.
Some of the Macintosh world's
favorite disk repair programs have
recent upgrades, and here I'll compare
the Norton Disk Doctor tool in
Symantec's Norton Utilities 8.0
($100), Alsoft's DiskWarrior 3.0 ($80),
Micromat's Drive 10 1.1.4 ($70),
SubRosaSoft's DiskGuardian 2.2 ($70),
and Apple's Disk Utility (free).
Although these programs contain a
wide variety of disparate features, I
concentrate on their disk repair func
tions in Mac OS X. I chose not to
include Prosoft Engineering's Data
Rescue X, because it recovers files
onto another disk and does not repair

the damaged disk itself.
<http://www.symantec.com/nu/nu_m
ac/>
<http://www.alsoft.com/DiskWarrior/
>
<http://www.micromat.com/drive_10
/drive_10_introduction.html>
<http://www.subrosasoft.com/>
<http://www.prosoftengineering.com/
products/data_rescue.php>
The user interface and ancillary fea
tures of a disk repair program are sec
ondary, because in the event of disas
ter you care about only one thing:
will it get my data back? So let's con
centrate on the heart of the issue:
what are the most common disk
errors you may experience, and which
disk repair programs can save your
bacon when you're unfortunate
enough to suffer disk corruption?
In my experience, most people run
into three general categories of disk
problems: hardware failure, bad sec
tors, and damaged directories. After a
brief examination of how you get
started with these programs, given
that you cant repair an active startup
disk in Mac OS X, I look at the worst
type of problem - hardware failures,
after which I examine the soft errors
and compare the performance of the
disk repair programs.

**Booty Call** - One disadvantage of
Mac OS X is that a disk repair pro
gram cant safely check the startup
disk. Despite this, and the fact that
Apple's official line is that checking
startup disks is not supported, Norton
Disk Doctor and DiskGuardian both
allow checking of the startup disk,
although they warn against doing so.
I consider messing about with startup
disks under Mac OS X dangerous, and
I advise you not to do it.
Fortunately, there is a simple solu
tion. Restart in "single user mode" by
holding down Command-S while the
Mac is starting up. In single user
mode, you're dropped into a com
mand line version of Mac OS X, with
out windows or a mouse pointer.
Type "fsck -y" to check (and repair, if
necessary) the boot disk, after which
you restart the Mac by typing "reboot"
(sans quotes for both commands).
Disk Utility and fsck rely on the same
engine, so running fsck in single user
mode is exactly the same as running

Disk Utility.
If you're uncomfortable with the com
mand line for even two commands,
you have an alternative. If you boot
your Mac using the Mac OS X
Installer CD, you can run Disk Utility
from there. At the first screen in the
Installer, choose Open Disk Utility
from the Installer menu.
What about the other disk repair pro
grams? All except DiskGuardian (for
now, but a new version is expected
soon) come on bootable CDs. Insert
the CD, turn on your Mac, and hold
down the C key to force the computer
to boot from the CD. Bootable CDs
are essential in the event that your
hard disk is so badly damaged that
your computer wont even start up.
**It's Dead, Jim** -- Let's look at what
can go wrong now. Hardware failure
can result from the electronics on the
drive's controller board burning out,
or the heads or the arm developing
mechanical problems. Sometimes a
problem with the lubricating grease
prevents the disk from spinning or
the read arm from moving, causing a
problem known as "sticktion."
These problems are caused by drop
ping the disk, by defective compo
nents, by static discharge, or even by
sheer age. Usually the disk wont even
show up on the Desktop. As far as the
disk utilities go, Drive 10 can detect
hardware errors with a "Unit Ready"
test, which is just what it sounds like.
Drive 10 asks the drive "Are you
ready?" and the drive replies "No."
This test is mostly helpful for con
firming hardware errors you probably
already suspect.
Hopefully there's no vital data locked
in the dead drive. No software pro
gram can repair a disk with hardware
problems. If you desperately need to
retrieve the data, your only option is a
data recovery company such as
DriveSavers, who I've found to be pro
fessional, competent, and expensive.
(Also see Jeff Carlson's report in
"DriveSavers to the Rescue" in
TidBITS-495_.)
<http://www.drivesavers.com/>
<http://db.tidbits.com/getbits.acgi7tba
rt=05530>

"Extended Warranties** -- If your
drive has just suffered a hardware fail
ure, you're probably checking the war-
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ranty and hunting for your receipt.
Dont despair, even if your computer
or external hard drive is out of war
ranty from the manufacturer. Many
hard drives, even those installed in
computers, are also covered by longer
warranties provided by the OEM
(original equipment manufacturer),
the company that actually made the
drive. If you're willing and able to
open a case and remove the drive
mechanism, you can take advantage
of this warranty.
Here's the trick. Although you may
have bought the computer from
Apple, or the drive from VST, those
companies dont make drive mecha
nisms. Instead, your drive was proba
bly made by IBM, Seagate, Maxtor,
HP, Western Digital, or another hard
drive manufacturer. These companies
often offer an independent warranty
on their drives, and it's often longer
than the warranty on your Mac or
external hard drive. Drive mechanism
warranties may be two years, and
some run as long as five years. Better
yet, if you've lost the receipt, the com
pany can sometimes look up a drive's
serial number to verify that it's still
under warranty.
Both HP and IBM have replaced dead
drives for me, without a receipt, sim
ply by checking my serial numbers.
Even better, IBM didnt make 14 GB
drives anymore, so they replaced my
dead one with a 20 GB unit.

**SMART Stuff** - Some modern hard
drives have a feature called SMART,
which stands for Self-Monitoring,
Analysis, and Reporting Technology.
Originally developed by IBM, SMART-
compliant drives constantly perform
diagnostics to monitor variables like
drive temperature, spin up time, and
how well the heads stay on track. By
noting when these physical parame
ters slip out of spec, SMART can pre
dict some types of drive failure before
they happen, giving you time to back
up your data and buy a new drive.
Unfortunately, most hard drives have
no way to tell you about an impend
ing disaster; you need a program to
query the drive's SMART statistics.
Both DiskWarrior and DiskGuardian
can check the drive at regular inter
vals and alert you if they find trouble.
Using SMART works well if your disk
has a factory defect that's slowly get
ting worse, because it gives you time
to move your data to a new disk. But
SMART doesnt help you deal with the

occasional bad sector or corrupted
directory, much less catastrophic
hardware failures. Since I dont have a
drive with impending hardware fail
ure, I was unable to test the SMART
capabilities of DiskWarrior and
DiskGuardian.

**Unsavory Sectors** - Now it's time
to move from pure hardware prob
lems to problems that could be either
physical (hardware) or logical (soft
ware). Disks are broken up into sec
tors. Each sector usually holds 512
bytes of data. There are two types of
problems that lead to bad sectors:
hard errors and soft errors.
Hard errors are caused by physical
damage to the disk surface. Dropping
the disk and manufacturing defects
are the most common causes of hard
errors. Although there's no way to
repair hard errors, they can be "fixed"
by "sparing" the bad sector. Disks
maintain a small number of spare sec
tors in reserve; when a hard error
occurs, the drive controller maps out
the bad sector and uses one of the
spare sectors in its place.
How are these bad sectors spared?
SCSI hard disks provide a SCSI com
mand - "reassign" - to spare a bad sec
tor. A low-level format also spares any
bad sectors. On pre-SCSI disks, a low-
level format was the only way to fix
bad sectors.
Many modern disks, including many
internal ATA, FireWire, and USB dri
ves, automatically spare sectors with
hard errors the next time the sector is
written. That's helpful, but if data is
stored on that sector, programs may
be unable to read it successfully, caus
ing problems and making it difficult
to spare. Erasing the disk with Apple's
Disk Utility spares any bad sectors if
you select the "Zero all data" option.
What about soft errors? In addition to
the 512 bytes of data stored in each
sector, a few additional bytes hold an
enor correction code (ECC). When
the sector is written, the drive's con
troller computes and records the ECC.
When the file system later reads that
sector, it checks the ECC to make sure
the data hasnt been corrupted. If the
ECC doesnt match the data, it's called
a soft error. The disk surface is fine,
but the data on that sector has
become scrambled.
Soft errors can be caused if the disk is
jarred while it's writing or if power is
lost while writing, either of which can
leave a sector half written. Large mag

nets (such as can be found in electric
motors) next to hard disks also tend
to have bad effects on the data. As
with hard errors, most modem disks
repair soft errors automatically the
next time the sector is written.

**Bad Sector Detector** -Norton Disk
Doctor, DiskGuardian and Drive 10
(but not DiskWarrior or Disk Utility)
claim to detect bad sectors using a test
called either a "defective media check"
or a "surface scan." Using a propri
etary tool that creates soft errors on
disks, I tested each program.
Although Norton Disk Doctor claims
to be able to find and repair bad sec
tors, its defective media check didnt
detect the bad sectors on my test disk,
erroneously giving it gave a clean bill
of health.
DiskGuardian detected the bad sec
tors, although it took several hours to
run a full check. Unfortunately, it did
nt tell me which files used the bad
sectors, so I had no way of finding out
which files were damaged and would
thus need to be restored from backup.
DiskGuardian lacks the capability to
repair bad sectors.
Like DiskGuardian, Drive 10 detected
the bad sectors, but didnt identify
which files were damaged.
Confusingly, Drive 10's report describ
ing the damage claimed it could fix
the bad sectors, but I couldnt find a
command to fix them. Micromat tech
support confirmed the report was
wrong; Drive 10 cant fix the bad sec
tors it finds. It's too bad, since Drive
10 could fix the bad sectors merely by
writing zeros to them.
Although Disk Utility cannot scan for
bad sectors, it can fix bad sectors on
modern disks if you erase the disk
with the "Zero all data" option select
ed.
I must rate all these products unac
ceptable in dealing with bad sectors.
Even though two could detect bad
sectors, none of them could tell you
which files contain bad sectors, mak
ing it impossible to learn which files
you should restore from your backup.
Only Disk Utility successfully fixed
the bad sectors, but at the price of
erasing the entire disk.

**Rippingthe Yellow Pages** -We've
now looked at pure hardware failures,
and bad sectors, which can be either
hard errors or soft errors, and so far,
our disk repair utilities dont help
much at all. Now it's time to move on
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to problems that exist entirely in soft
ware, the most common type of
which are errors in the directory,
which tracks the files and folders on
the disk. In the case of directory
enors, there is nothing wrong with
the drive mechanism or the disk sur
face; instead, the directory informa
tion that's necessary to locate your
data on the disk has simply become
scrambled. Often your data is intact, if
it could just be located.
As an aside, people with important
data sometimes use mirrored disks or
RAID arrays, which faithfully dupli
cate each byte on the main disk to a
backup disk. If the main disk suffers a
hardware failure or develops a bad
sector, the backup disk can save the
day. However, it's worth noting that
this strategy provides absolutely no
protection against directory damage.
That's because the RAID faithfully
records all data to the backup disk,
whether or not that data is good,
which results in both the main disk
and the backup disk containing cor
rupt data. I may sound like your
mother telling you to eat your vegeta
bles, but the best protection really is
regular backups.
The most common cause of directory
damage is crashing. If the computer
crashes while a file is being created or
saved, causing only part of the change
to be written to disk, the directory
will contain inconsistent information.
Mac OS X crashes far less often than
Mac OS 9, but directory-corrupting
crashes can and do still occur. Both
Mac OS 9 and Mac OS X automatical
ly check and repair the startup disk
after a crash, which reduces the inci
dence of disk damage dramatically.
A new feature in Mac OS X 10.3
Panther that should reduce directory
errors even more is the journalled file
system. You can enable it in Disk
Utility, and it's usually turned on for
disks onto which you install Panther.
Here's how journalling works. Before
the file system changes the directory,
it leaves a note on the disk saying,
"I'm going to make this change in the
directory." Then the file system makes
the change, and once it finishes, it
clears the note. If the file system ever
sees an incomplete change note on
the disk during startup, it knows
something bad happened and "rolls
back" the directory to its previous
state. You will lose your last change,
but the directory wont suffer any
damage.

Other causes of damaged directories
include buggy programs that write
bad data to disk, buggy programs that
overwrite cached data waiting to be
written to disk, and even bugs in the
file system itself. The first two are
much less likely in Mac OS X than in
Mac OS 9 because of its file privileges
and memory protection, respectively.
Bugs in the file system are extremely
rare but have occurred at times in the
past.
It's worth noting that directory dam
age is not always readily apparent. A
damaged disk may appear to operate
perfectly, but regular use can cause
minor errors to grow into serious
problems. Most directory problems
are easy to fix if they're caught early
but can be difficult, if not impossible,
to fix later. That's why checking and
repairing startup disks automatically
after a crash is so important, and why
it's essential to leave the Check Disk
option turned on in Mac OS 9's
General Controls control panel (the
disk check isnt optional in Mac OS
X).
To test how the disk repair utilities
perform with different types of direc
tory errors, I created an HFS+ disk
image, copied an assortment of files
and folders to it, and then used a low-
level disk editor to damage various
directory data structures. I then dupli
cated the damaged disk image, and let
each utility try to repair its own copy.
Each utility repaired an identical disk
image, with identical damage.

**Errors Speak Volumes** - For my
first test, I started with relatively sim
ple damage in the volume bit map,
which is also known as the allocation
file. The volume bit map tracks which
blocks on the disk contain files, and
which are unused. All five utilities
fixed my damaged volume bit map
easily.
Next up was damage to the volume
header, which tracks vital information
about the disk, such as the amount of
used and free space, and the locations
of the catalog and allocation file. The
volume header is stored at the begin
ning of the HFS+ partition. I erased
the volume header's signature, which
makes the file system assume the vol
ume header is corrupt and refuse to
use the disk. Fortunately, the file sys
tem keeps a backup copy of the vol
ume header at the end of the disk; it's
imaginatively called the alternate vol
ume header. All five of our utilities

successfully repaired the disk,
although Drive 10 and DiskGuardian
couldnt figure out the name of the
damaged disk.

"Catalog Catastrophe** - The catalog
b-tree tracks all the files and folders
on the disk. It's a vitally important
part of the directory, and many of my
tests focus on it. The catalog is divid
ed into nodes, and each node is divid
ed into records. Most records track a
file or folder on the disk, although
some contain threads or indexes,
which are used internally by the file
system to look up files and folders.
The first node in the catalog is called
the header node, which points to
other key nodes. I erased the header
node. Norton Disk Doctor,
DiskWarrior, and Drive 10 recreated
the header node properly; Disk Utility
and DiskGuardian failed to fix it.
Once again, Drive 10 couldnt figure
out the name of the damaged disk.
The header node also contains a map
which tracks which nodes are used
and which are free. I corrupted this
map, but my corruption didnt faze
any of the utilities, all of which suc
cessfully fixed the header node map.
The nodes in the catalog are linked
together in a precise pattern of con
nections. Horizontal links connect
nodes on the same level, and down
ward links connect the levels. The file
system relies on these links to lookup
files and folders. I damaged these
links. As happened when I erased the
catalog header node, Norton Disk
Doctor, DiskWarrior, and Drive 10
fixed these links, but Disk Utility and
DiskGuardian werent able to put the
links back together.
File and folder records are stored in
alphabetical order in the catalog. I
rearranged these records, putting
them in random order. All the utilities
restored the alphabetical order.
Certain characters, such as a colon,
are illegal in file and folder names.
Normally, the operating system pre
vents you from typing an illegal char
acter when saving a file or creating a
folder, but it's not inconceivable that
unusual circumstances could cause
one to appear. I renamed a folder with
a colon by inserting the colon directly
into the folder record in the catalog.
With this test, the results start to
become more interesting. Disk Utility
and DiskGuardian didnt detect any
problem. Drive 10 noticed the illegal
character, but didnt fix it. Norton
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Disk Doctor and DiskWarrior both
fixed it properly by replacing the
colon with a legal character.

**More Catalog Corruption** - Each
catalog node ends with a map that
points back to the records in that
node. I damaged the map for one of
the nodes, which sounds bad, but it's
still possible to find the records by
calculating the size of each record to
find the next record. Disk Utility and
Norton Disk Doctor realized there was
a problem, but they couldnt fix it.
Drive 10 and DiskGuardian both iden
tified and fixed the problem, but in
the process lost five and six files,
respectively. Partial repair isnt always
better than complete failure, since
you may believe the disk was repaired
successfully and only later - potential
ly much later - realize that some files
have been lost. DiskWarrior fixed the
catalog node map properly.
Next, I changed a thread record to be
an unknown type of record, which
creates two problems. A thread record
that the file system relied upon was
missing, and it was confronted by a
record with an illegal type. Disk
Utility and DiskGuardian detected the
corruption, but couldnt fix it.
DiskWarrior fixed the problem but
lost some of the data in one file. Only
Drive 10 and Norton Disk Doctor
managed to repair my damage proper
ly.
Note that DiskWarrior moves any files
it suspects may have problems into a
folder called Rescued Items. In my
tests, most of these files turned out to
be fine. This approach has the advan
tage that it's clear which files may be
damaged. But if the Rescued Items
folder contains many files, checking
them and putting them away can be
tedious. Norton Disk Doctor can
optionally put aliases to damaged files
in a folder, a potentially more helpful
feature. But in my tests it didnt work.
Norton Disk Doctor also lists the
names of damaged files in its report.
The most important aspect of a file
record is the location of the file's data
on the disk. One of the worst sorts of
directoiy damage that you may see
happens when two files try to occupy
the same physical space at the same
time. Different utilities refer to this
problem as "overlapping extents" or
"cross-linked files." In the best case,
one file has entirely overwritten the
other, since then one file has valid
data, while the other's data is com

pletely gone. In the worst case, the
two files somehow manage to inter
leave their data, which results in both
being damaged beyond repair. I cross-
linked two files, thus damaging the
files' catalog records, as well as the
volume header and volume bit map.
Disk Utility and DiskGuardian
repaired the catalog records, the vol
ume header, and the volume bit map,
but they didnt actually separate the
two files. In contrast, Drive 10,
DiskWarrior and Norton Disk Doctor
fixed the damage and separated the
files. It's important to realize that the
data in the overwritten file couldnt
be recovered, but not through any
failing of these repair programs.
When one file overwrites another, the
unlucky file has no chance of surviv
ing the encounter.

**I See Fragged People** - Some
months ago, I wrote an article for
TidBITS explaining why defragment
ing disks generally isnt worthwhile
(see "Optimizing Disks Is a Waste of
Time" in TidBITS-686 J. Although
fragmentation is totally normal and
acceptable, serious fragmentation
requires additional directory struc
tures, and they too can become cor
rupted and require repair.
<http://db.tidbits.com/getbits.acgi7tba
rt=072S4>
Using another proprietary tool, I frag
mented a disk very badly, which
breaks files into so many pieces that
the file record in the catalog b-tree
cant track them all. The file system
responds by creating new records in
the extents b-tree to help track all the
pieces. The extents b-tree is like the
catalog b-tree, but exists solely to help
track highly fragmented files. Again,
severe fragmentation is not inherently
a problem, but I had put the disk into
a precarious, if legal, state. I then
damaged two extent records so the
file system couldnt find all the pieces
to two files, but I damaged each in a
different way. Disk Utility,
DiskGuardian, and Drive 10 all detect
ed my damaged extent records, but
werent able to repair the damage.
DiskWarrior and Norton Disk Doctor
performed better, fixing the problem
but losing part of the data in one file.
Considering the type of damage I
inflicted, they did as well as could be
expected.
HFS+ volumes are enclosed in a
"wrapper," which is actually a plain
old HFS volume. The reason for the

wrapper is historical. Apple first
released HFS+ with Mac OS 8.1. If you
connected an HFS+-formatted disk to
a Mac running Mac OS 8.0 or earlier -
in other words, one that understood
only the older HFS format, the wrap
per kept the older system from decid
ing the HFS+ disk was damaged and
offering to initialize it. For my next
test, I damaged the catalog b-tree
header node in the wrapper. Disk
Utility and DiskGuardian didnt
notice anything wrong. Drive 10 and
DiskWarrior detected the corrupt
wrapper, but didnt fix it. Norton Disk
Doctor identified the damage and
fixed it properly.
Disks can contain multiple partitions,
which are listed in a partition map at
the beginning of the disk. Since disk
images dont have partition maps, I
used an external FireWire hard disk
for this test, in which I damaged the
partition map, making the disk dri
ver's partition overlap the HFS parti
tion. Of all these disk repair utilities,
only Norton Disk Doctor claims to
check partition maps, and indeed it
was the only one to detect the prob
lem, although even it proved inca
pable of fixing the overlapping parti
tion map. Luckily, damaged partition
maps are extremely rare, which may
be why none of the other utilities
bother to check them.

**The Grand Finale** - Finally, I
decided to recreate the worst damage
I've ever seen on a Macintosh hard
disk. Starting with the badly frag
mented disk above, I corrupted and
overwrote various parts of the catalog
and extent b-trees. In some nodes I
corrupted the node header (not to be
confused with the header node), in
some I munged the data records, and
in others I zapped the record offset
map. A few lucky nodes suffered all
three types of damage at the hands of
my disk editor. Only DiskWarrior was
able to bring the disk back to a usable
state, although 35 files were either
lost or partly damaged. That 35 files
were lost or damaged is not an indict
ment of DiskWarrior; the program
couldnt have done any better, con
sidering how much vital information
had been destroyed. None of the
other utilities managed to repair the
disk successfully.

**And the Winner Is...** Of my 15
tests, DiskWarrior fixed 12 successful
ly, Norton Disk Doctor fixed 11, Drive
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10 fixed 9, DiskGuardian fixed 5, and
Disk Utility fixed 4. "Fixed" includes
cases where recovery may not have
been perfect, but was good enough.
So what, in my professional opinion,
should you do if your disk starts act
ing up? First, try Apple's free Disk
Utility. It may fix only a limited set of
problems, but when Disk Utility finds
a problem, it's invariably correct, and
it applies fixes only when it's
absolutely certain it knows the correct
fix. I've never seen Disk Utility acci
dentally make a problem worse, some
thing the other utilities can do, even
if only very occasionally.
If Disk Utility doesnt succeed, let
DiskWarrior do battle with your dam
aged directory. It was our overall win

ner, and it deserves its excellent repu
tation. DiskWarrior can also show you
a preview of the repairs before you
accept them, which lets you check
that a damaged file or folder really
was fixed before DiskWarrior makes
the fix permanent.
If DiskWarrior fails, give Norton Disk
Doctor a try, since it can address some
problems that DiskWarrior misses.
After that, try sacrificing chickens.
Seriously, if the combination of Disk
Utility, DiskWarrior, and Norton Disk
Doctor cant repair your disk, you can
either restore your data from backup,
or, if that's not possible, decide if the
data is sufficiently important to pay
DriveSavers for recovery.
I still think the most important data

protection utility you should own is a
backup program. But sometimes a
good disk repair program can save the
day by repairing minor damage quick
ly so you dont have to run through
the time-consuming process of reini
tializing your hard disk and restoring
from backup.
[David Shayer was a senior engineer
on Norton Utilities for Macintosh 3.0,
4.0, and 5.0. Before that he worked on
Public Utilities, a disk repair program
that won the MacUser Magazine
Editor's Choice Award, and on Sedit, a
low-level disk editor.]

Reprinted from TidBITS#707/24-Nov-
03

If GM had developed technology like Microsoft
Submitted by Les C. Anderson

"At a recent computer expo
(COMDEX), Bill Gates reportedly
compared the computer industry with
the auto industry and stated, "If GM
had kept up with technology like the
computer industry has, we would all
be driving $25.00 cars that got 1,000
miles to the gallon".

In response to Bill's comments,
General Motors issued a press release
stating: If GM had developed technol
ogy like Microsoft, we would all be
driving cars with the following char
acteristics:

1. For no reason whatsoever, your car
would crash twice a day.
2. Every time they repainted the lines

in the road, you would have to buy a
new car.
3. Occasionally your car would die on
the freeway for no reason. You would
have to pull over to the side of the
road, close all of the windows, shut
off the car, restart it, and reopen the
windows before you could continue.
For some reason you would simply
accept this.
4. Occasionally, executing a maneu
ver such as a left turn would cause
your car to shut down and refuse to
restart, in which case you would have
to reinstall the engine.
5. Macintosh would make a car that
was powered by the sun, was reliable,
five times as fast and twice as easy to
drive - but would run on only five
percent of the roads.
6. The oil, water temperature, and

alternator warning lights would all be
replaced by a single "This Car Has
Performed An Illegal Operation" warn
ing light.
7. The airbag system would ask "Are
you sure?" before deploying.
8. Occasionally, for no reason whatso
ever, your car would lock you out and
refuse to let you in until you simulta
neously lifted the door handle, turned
the key and grabbed hold of the radio
antenna.
9. Every time a new car was intro
duced car buyers would have to learn
how to drive all over again because
none of the controls would operate in
the same manner as the old car.
10. You'd have to press the "Start" but
ton to turn the engine off."

MacWorld Conference & Expo January 5 - 9,2004 (Expo: Jan 6 - 9,2004)
Submitted by David Peck

Advance pricing available until
January 4,2004 - Register today to
save!
Whatever your training needs, there is
a solution in one of the five in-depth
conference programs. MacWorld
Conference & Expo continues to work
to meet the educational needs of the
Mac community and provide you
with the most relevant and up-to-date
training that can be immediately
applied when you return to the office
or home.

* Power Tools Conferences - expanded
into 2 series, 15 to choose from* Tutorials - full day, 5 topics
* MacIT Conference - brand new - for
Enterprise and IT Managers, 5 tracks* Users Conference - 5 tracks, over 25
sessions* Hands-on Labs - expert attention in
6 disciplines
And, dont miss the valuable 4-day
opportunity to meet with the compa
nies that develop the tools and appli
cations that you use on a regular
basis. The MacWorld exhibit hall will
feature the biggest names in the Mac

industry as well as the hottest new
comers to answer your questions and
offer solutions to your needs.

Register today at:
http://www.macworldexpo.com/mac-
worldexposf/V40/index.cvn?ID=1014
1

For Conference details, go to:
http://www.macworldexpo.com/mac-
worldexposf/V40/index.cvn?ID= 1014
1
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mini'app'les Saturday Novice Workshop
Submitted by Les C. Anderson

This months workshop will be Saturday, January 17, 2004 at St. Charles School, 2727 Stinson Blvd. in Northeast
Minneapolis. It will start at 9:00 AM until 1:00 PM. This is a good chance to get some "hands on" help with your problems.
We will have a high speed internet connection, so you can download software upgrades in a few minutes instead of hours
with your home dial-up connection. If you need help installing programs you can bring your own computer.

The School is located about a mile north of I-3SW and Stinson. It is easy to find.

From 3SW to Stinson Blvd exit, then
north about one mile to school.
From 694 -take Silver Lake Rd exit -
south to 29th NE about 3 miles then
west (right) on 29th to Stinson then
south (left) on Stinson to school (2
blocks).
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Apple eNews December 11, 2003 Volume 6, Issue 25
In This Issue: and sort. And makes it easy to see your last backup.

htiptfwwwjmccom/ViTow/tDur_back-
upJjtml1. Making Dough with a Mac

2. Saying Goodbye to the Past
3. And the Number One Reason...
4. Backup 2 Convenience
5. FileVault Keeps Your Data Private
6. Take a Tour of QuickBooks
7. Technically Speaking
8. What's New?

1. Making Dough with a Mac

When they first embarked on their
venture, one an aspiring art student
and the other a would-be anthropolo
gist, neither Jim nor Monica thought
they'd exactly be rolling in dough any
time soon. But as proprietors of the
popular Sullivan Street Bakery, the
pair have all the bread they need-
pugliese, filone, stirato, ciabatta, semi
di sesame, integrale-fine, hand-craft
ed artisanal breads made in the finest
Italian tradition.

They also practice a very hands-on
approach when it comes to computer
systems. From counter staff to bakers,
everybody at Sullivan Street touches
the often flour-dusted Macintosh
computers. "To me," says Monica,
"that's miraculous." Using the Mac
"makes managing production almost
effortless, and it lets us operate in the
moment, serving our restaurant cus
tomers' needs day to day, sometimes
hour by hour. That's definitely a com
petitive advantage."
httpj/www.apple.oDm/business/ptofiles/s
ullivanstreet/

2. Saying Goodbye to the Past

You email your sister Sarah all the
time, but even though she switched
her address to sistersarah @ mac.com
ages ago, Mail remembers her old
address, offering it as an option each
time you address new mail to her.

While it's great that Mail has such a
capacious memory, is there a way to
make Mail forget an address that's no
longer valid? Indeed there is. With
Mail as the active application, simply
1. Choose Previous Recipients from
the Window menu
2. Select the invalid name or email
address in the dialog that appears
3. Click Remove from List
This helpful dialog lets you search

and sort. And makes it easy to see
who is and isnt in your Address Book
and to add those who should be. Try
it.
http'J/wwwjpple.com/macosx/fea'
cures/mail/

3. And the Number One Reason-

Why should you open an account on
the iTunes Music Store? Though we
can think of quite a number of rea
sons, here are ten that are pretty high
on our list:
10. Our new Holiday genre offers a
wide assortment of festive music.
9. You'll find great children's classics-
e.g., Charlotte's Web, The Hardy Boys,
Peter Rabbit.
8. Gift Certificates make great stock
ing sniffers.
7. You have over 400,000 songs to
choose from.
6. We offer exclusive tracks from
Sarah McLachlan, Yo-Yo Ma, the
Dixie Chicks, and other artists.
5. Allowance accounts let kids down
load music legally.
4. You can find out what's on Moby's
playlist.
3. Songs are just 99 cents.
2. Most albums are just $9.99.
And the top reason: open an iTunes
Music Store account between
November 28 and December 24, and
you could win an iPod. The sooner
you sign up, the more chances you
have to win.
http-J/wwwjpple.com/ipc<]/giveaway/

4. Backup 2 Convenience

The arrival of Backup 2 (free to .Mac
subscribers) makes safeguarding the
data on your Mac easy and quite con
venient.
For starters, you can back data up to
your destination of choice: iDisk,
CDs, DVDs, hard drives, your iPod.
You can back up especially large vol
umes of data (like your iTunes music
library) to multiple CDs or DVDs. And
you can now use many third-party
CD or DVD burners.
Backup 2 also lets you schedule iDisk
backups. How do Fridays at 4:00 pm
work for you? And when you archive
files on a hard drive, Backup 2 does so
intelligently. If you havent modified
the Gunderson Proposal, Backup 2
wont replace it, but it will add the
photos that werent in your library on

5. FileVault Keeps Your Data Private

Got confidential information on your
Mac-sales data, proposals, project
specs-that you want to remain pri
vate? Keep it all safe and secure by
using FileVault to protect the con
tents of your Home directory. A new
option you'll find in System
Preferences after installing Mac OS X
vl0.3 "Panther," FileVault uses the
Advanced Encryption Standard to
protect your data using 128-bit
encryption keys. FileVault works
equally well on desktop computers as
on mobile computers, making certain
personal or business documents
remain for your eyes only-even if
your iBook or PowerBook is lost or
stolen. How does FileVault work? Can
your company create a "safety net"-in
case someone forgets a FileVault pass
word? Read all about this new
Panther feature.
http-J/wwwMppfooom/maaosx/featw&fi
levault/

6. Take a Tour of QuickBooks

Designers, construction companies,
museum managers-owners of a wide
spectrum of small businesses have
come to depend on QuickBooks for
their accounting needs. And now,
with QuickBooks: Pro 6.0 for Mac,
Intuit has made it easier to:* Send QuickBooks data back and
forth between Mac and Windows
users (including your accountant)
* Export reports to Microsoft Excel
* Create customized invoices
* Email invoices to client or colleagues
* Archive accounting data automati
cally* Download software updates
* Track job costs and manage time
billing* Create estimates
Read all about the new features and
improvements you'll enjoy when
using QuickBooks: Pro 6.0 for Mac
and watch QuickTime tours of many
of them when you visit the Intuit site.
http://www.apple.com/enews/ quick-
takes/ quickbooks6.html

continued on page 15
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mini'app'les
The Minnesota Apple Computer Users' Group, Inc.
P.O. Box 796, Hopkins, MN 55343-0796

Membership Application, & Renewal Form
Name:
Company (it mailed to):.
Address:

City, State, Zip:
Phone # (Home):.
Phone # (work):_
PhOne # (cel-phone):
Occupation (if Applicable):
Membership ID # (it Renewal):.
e - m a i l : _

Check if OK to contact you by e-mail.
Check if this is a change of address notice.
Check if you are interested in volunteer opportunities.
Check if you want your name added to Members Helping Members List.
Check if you want your name withheld from commercial and other non-club
mailing lists.
Check if you were referred by a club member (if so give members name).

New Members & Renewing Members
Specify your level of support:

$25.00 One Year
$45.00 Two Year
$60.00 Three Year
$15.00 Student One Year*(must be a full-time student at an accredited institution )
$100.00 Corporate One Year

Please Make
Your Checks Payable to:

mini'app'les

Please address
Your Payment to:

mini'app'les
P.O. Box 796
Hopkins, MN 55343-0796

Thank You for your support!



Attention:
dMembership Director
nSoftware Director

Last Fold - Seal with Tape
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continued from page 12
7. Technically Speaking

Carving the turkey, playing football
in the backyard, giving thanks around
the table-you probably filled more
than one flash memory card with
images this Thanksgiving, and those
candid shots of Aunt Anna you cap
tured would make a splendid portrait.
But what should be the resolution size
of your digital file if you want to
order a high-quality 8x10 print of
your photographs? Will 640 by 480
pixels suffice? Or should your digital
files be larger if you want optimal
results?
"iPhoto: Minimum Picture Resolution
for Ordering Quality Prints" will
answer all your questions about reso
lution and final print size:
htlpj/docs.irifoapple.corn/a]ticle.htinl?ar
tnum=93279

And while you're visiting Apple's
Knowledge Base, take a look at some
of the other iPhoto articles we have
available for you.

httpJ/wwwJnfoapple.coni/usen/iphoto/

8. What's New?

Like to find out "How to Become a
Mac OS X vl0.3 'Panther' Power User
Without Really Trying"? Perhaps
you'd like to take a tour of a "Creative
Juice Factory," learn DVD Studio Pro
from the "DVD Guy," or attend a
Power Tools Conference on Final Cut
Pro. Get an education. Attend
Macworld Expo 2004 in San
Francisco.
http^/idgpwf.textmty.coin/idg/?bk-mac-
wor200401

Take your digital images with you on
your Palm handheld. It's as simple as
edit, organize, and sync with
SplashPhoto.
http://wwwsplashcinta.com/splashpho-
to/osx/

Shareware Spotlight.
How long has it been since you've
been on your favorite roller coaster?
Did you say, "too long"? Then you're
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Hartland Shoe Repair Co.
591 N. Hamline Ave (at Thomas)

St. Paul, MN 55104

Tues-Fri Noon to 6 pm
Sat—9 AM to Noon

Closed Mondays
call for updates of hoursAsk for&ate

Serving Midway for 75 years

651 -646-4326 www geocrtics.com/hartlandshogs
Birkenstock* Vibram* look for our webcoupon

really going to enjoy the NoLimits
Rollercoaster Simulation. A demo ver
sion of the soon-to-be- available com
mercial product, the shareware ver
sion lets you experience five coasters
of different styles. Remember keep
those hands inside the car.
http-J/wwwjspple.com/enews/quick-
takes/onaroll.html

Like to see some more New Arrivals
for the Mac and Mac OS X?

http-J/guideapplecom/newar-
rivals/2003/1201/index.html

We hope you enjoyed reading today's
issue of Apple eNews-the last issue
we'll be publishing this year. You'll
receive your next issue of Apple
eNews next year. Until then, we wish
you a very Happy Holiday and a
Happy New Year, as well.

See you again in 2004.

J V t H ^ o m p u t i n g
Macintosh™ Consulting

Individual & Group Training
Computer Problem Assistance

Mike Carlson
(218) 387-2257 (Grand Marais, MN)

mhcnvc@boreal.org
FileMaker®

Solutions Alliance
Member

USFamily.Net
Internet Services

Premium Tvwh Cities Internet Sorvico
for business and personal use.

M <%rfa/ aii the time,
ISDN or 56k we no exit a chaigei

A y

Unlimited Access.
No busy signals.

Only

$8.99

1st month free!
WWW, e-mail, etc.

Any speed. No ads.
No gimmicks. No risk.

S«n/>«o sf>top.
Friendly support.

Over 2 year of exceikm! hca!
service.

Cull now!

(651)
697-0523

P e r m o n t h w K L m m f
www. ustimify.rtet Intoggusfamily net
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Benefits of your mini'app'les membership include:
A one year subscription to our monthly Newsletter

A free account on the mini'app'les BBS (60 minutes/day)
Communicate with other mini'app'les members plus get up to date information on
mini'app'les events and meetings. Get assistance from other members.

Eligibility for frequent drawings of free equipment, software, and books.
Just a few of the many items given away free in the past include: Connectix
QuickCam, Quickeys, Books from Peachpit Press , MacSoft Games & Software,
T-shirts and software including Apple OS 10

Periodic special User Group discount offers on equipment and software.
In the past, Apple, Hayes, Broderbund, and APC Power Protection (Business
Security Products), among others, have offered mini'app'les members significant
discounts.

Plus, you're supporting all of mini'app'les' special interest group (SIG)
meetings that you can attend each month.

It's easy to recoup your cost of membership
with the above benefits.

mini'app'lesnewsletter
Box 796
Hopkins, MN 55343
ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

Non-Prof'rt Org.
U.S. Postage
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DAN B BUCHLER
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